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Abstract

The mechanism of switching activity patterns in a central pattern generator is fundamental to the generation of diverse motor behaviors. Based on
what is known about a brainstem substrate mediating the oral components of
ingestion and rejection, we use computational techniques to construct a hypothetical multifunctional network that switches between the motor outputs
of ingestion (licking) and rejection (gaping). The network is constructed using
single-compartment conductance-based models for individual neurons based on
Hodgkin-Huxley formalism. Using a fast-slow reduction and geometric analysis
we describe a mechanism for pattern switching between licks and gapes. The
model supports the hypothesis that a single configuration of network connections can produce both activity patterns. It further predicts that prolonged
inhibition of some network neurons could lead to a switch in network activity
from licks to gapes.
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Introduction

Switching between activity patterns in a central pattern generator (CPG) is fundamental
to the generation of diverse motor behaviors. Such switching is often initiated by a specific
sensory input (Kupfermann, 1974; Marder & Pearson, 1998). In the taste system for example, palatable substances such as sucrose or sodium chloride initiate ororhythmic ingestive
licking responses. Bitter (often toxic) substances such as quinine monohydrochoride, also
initiate ororhythmic activity, but in contrast to licking, this ororhythmic activity serves
to expel fluid from the mouth. These oral rejection responses are called ”gapes” and have
been characterized in both rodent and primate (including human) species (Grill & Norgren,
1978; Steiner, 1973). These ororhythmic responses of ingestion and rejection are organized
in the lower brainstem which contains sensory, premotor and motor neurons necessary for
these behaviors (Travers et al., 1997; Grill & Kaplan, 2002).
Licking and gaping can be characterized electromyographically (EMG) from a subset of
orolingual muscles including the anterior digastric (AD: jaw-opener); genioglossus (GEN:
lingual protrudor) and styloglossus, (STY: lingual retractor) muscles (Travers & Norgren,
1986; Dinardo & Travers, 1994). The lick EMG pattern differs from the gape EMG pattern in terms of rate, amplitude, duration and phase sequence of muscle activity. Lick
cycles are characterized by a stereotypical alternating two-phase sequence of coincident
GEN and AD activity (Phase I), followed by STY activity (Phase II). Gape cycles are
characterized by a three-phase sequence with an initial co-activation of the AD and STY
muscles (Phase I), followed by coincident peaking of AD and GEN activity (Phase II) and
terminating with an additional burst of activity in STY (Phase III). Lick cycles repeat at
about 7 Hz while gape cycles repeat at about 3-4 Hz. In addition to the phase changes
between lingual and masticatory muscle activity that differentiates a lick from a gape,
gapes also show larger amplitude and longer duration EMG AD activity, consistent with
the behavioral characterization of an oral ”gape”.
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Several lines of evidence suggest that licks and gapes are organized by a common neural
network (reviewed in (Travers et al., 1997)). At the single cell level, chronic unit recording
studies in the medullary reticular formation (RF), an area rich in pre-oromotor neurons,
indicated that a large proportion of neurons active during licking were also active during
gaping (Travers et al., 2000). Further indicative of a common neural substrate, licks and
gapes were equally suppressed by reversible lesions induced by local RF infusions of the
GABAA agonist, muscimol (Chen et al., 2001). Similarly, infusions of glutamate antagonists into the same RF region equally suppressed both behaviors (Chen & Travers, 2003),
suggesting that activation of glutamate receptors is a necessary condition to their expression. In contrast, infusions of inhibitory amino acid antagonists enhanced the amplitude
of EMG activity associated with both behaviors suggesting, perhaps, a level of tonic inhibition within the network (Chen & Travers, 2003). These results suggest that disinhibition
could play a role in increasing the amplitude of motor responses that are associated with
gapes. However, even if true, disinhibition does not lead to a simple explanation of how
the phase switching associated with the transition from licks to gapes is accomplished.
Thus, the goal of the present study is to construct a biophysical model for the lick-gape
CPG network to gain insight into the underlying mechanism of phase switching associated
with the transition from licks to gapes. We show that a minimal biophysical model with
three classes of premotor interneurons is capable of generating activity patterns similar
to licks and gapes. We also present a geometric analysis of the two patterns of neural
responses using a fast-slow reduction of the system of equations. Our analysis leads to
conditions that may be responsible for the change in neural firing patterns in a CPG
network, resulting in the different motor behaviors of ingestion and rejection.
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Methods

2.1

Background

The lick-gape biophysical model we have developed was derived from the connectional
model of brainstem sensory-motor pathways shown in Figure 1. The general schema of
connectivity between sensory, interneuronal and motor neurons is reasonably well established (reviewed in (Travers et al., 1997)). Sensory fibers carrying taste information from
taste receptors on the tongue synapse on neurons in the nucleus of solitary tract (NST).
Interneurons in the medullary RF receive excitatory input from NST and form the CPG
for taste-induced licks and gapes. The CPG is composed of three classes of premotor interneurons: pre-jaw-opener (O), pre-lingual-protrudor (P) and pre-lingual-retractor (R).
The CPG drives AD (jaw-opener muscle) motoneurons in the motor trigeminal nucleus
(mV), and GEN (lingual protrudor muscle) and STY (lingual retractor muscle) motoneurons in the hypoglossal nucleus (mXII). Axons of these motor neurons innervate the corresponding muscles to generate lick and gape EMG patterns. Further, we posited a specific
pattern of mutual inhibition between the 3 classes of interneurons, O, R and P (see Figure 1). Although there is some neurophysiological data to support such inhibition (Inoue
et al., 1994), the precise pattern illustrated has yet to be empirically validated. Mutual
inhibition between the interneurons is shown as a direct inhibitory connection for computational simplicity.
The basic firing properties of the interneurons in the model were derived from indirect sources, i.e. extracellular recording. Although neurophysiological recordings from
interneurons in the medullary RF during licking and gaping have revealed a variety of neuron types (Travers et al., 2000), a significant proportion were classified as ”lick-rhythmic”
based on a tight correlation with AD activity during licking. We re-evaluated some of
these data to find a reasonable basis on which to construct the biophysical model. This
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Figure 1: Sensori-Motor pathway for taste-induced licks and gapes; Projections from the
first order gustatory relay, the nucleus of the solitary tract (NST) excite pre-oromotor
interneurons in the brainstem reticular formation. Mutual inhibition between interneurons (O: Pre-jaw opener neuron, R: Pre-tongue retractor neuron, P: Pre-tongue protrudor
neuron) provides a mechanism for pattern switching (see text). Interneurons project to
oromotor nuclei (mXII: Hypoglossal Nucleus, mV: Motor Trigeminal Nucleus) that innervate lingual and masticatory muscles involved in licks and gapes. Typical EMG pattern
and the phase sequencing in a jaw-opener muscle (AD), tongue protrudor muscle (GEN)
and tongue retractor muscle (STY) during licks and gapes are shown.
re-analysis of lick-rhythmic units (from (Travers et al., 2000)) revealed that a majority
of neurons showed a bi-modal distribution of inter-spike intervals (ISI), characteristic of
cells with bursting activity (see Figure 2(a)). The ISI distribution consists of 2 peaks.
Peak-I occurs at about 0.02 ms (frequency ≈ 50 Hz) corresponding to within burst spikes
and peak-II at about 0.15 ms (frequency ≈ 7 Hz) corresponds to the inter-burst interval.
Additionally, the distribution of ISI values within bursts was further analyzed. The distribution of serial ISI values within a burst showed a trend for increasing ISIs, indicative
of a burst structure with decreasing spike frequency. For example, Figure 2(b) shows the
increasing trend in mean ISI computed from a series of bursts for a single lick-rhythmic
neuron. This is characteristic of square-wave bursting cells (Rinzel, 1985). Thus, as an
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(a) Bimodal inter-spike interval (ISI) distribution of an identified lick-rhythmic premotor neuron in the IRt; Peak I corresponds to
inter-spike intervals within bursts with spike
frequency of ≈ 50 Hz, peak II corresponds to
inter-burst interval with burst frequency of ≈
7 Hz.

(b) Mean ISI trend within bursts in the same
cell shows increasing ISI values (or reducing
frequency of spikes) towards the end of bursts

Figure 2: Bursting unit example.
initial step in constructing the biophysical model, we attributed this square-wave bursting
characteristic to the 3 classes of interneurons in the model.

2.2

Lick-Gape CPG Network Model

We consider a network of three neurons, as shown in Figure 3, representing the lick-gape
CPG. Synaptic coupling between R and P cells is hypothetically modeled as reciprocal
inhibition. Coupling between O and R is modeled as mutual inhibition and there is no
direct coupling between O and P.
Since not much is known about the intrinsic or synaptic properties of these neurons,
we have considered a minimal model of a bursting neuron for each cell in the network.
Each cell is modeled as a single-compartment conductance-based biophysical model for
a square-wave bursting neuron (Rinzel & Ermentrout, 1998) based on Hodgkin-Huxley
formalism (Hodgkin & Huxley, 1952). The equations for each cell are:
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Figure 3: Lick-gape CPG network model; I represents non-rhythmic excitatory input
posited to be from NST. IsynO , IsynR and IsynP represent inhibitory synaptic input to O,
R and P respectively

Cm

dVi
= −(ILi + ICai + IKi + IKCai − I + Isyni )
dt

(1)

w∞ (Vi ) − wi
dwi
=φ
dt
τ (Vi )

(2)

dCai
= ε(−µICai − Cai )
dt

(3)

dsi
= α(1 − si )s∞ (Vi ) − βi si
dt

(4)

where i = O or R or P.
Equation (1) describes the membrane current balance equation for each cell. Here,
Vi represents the membrane potential and Cm is the membrane capacitance. In equation
(1), ILi =gL ×(Vi -VL ) is the leak current, ICai =gCa ×m∞ (Vi )×(Vi -VCa ) is an inward calcium
current, IKi =gK ×wi ×(Vi -VK ) is an outward potassium current, IKCai =gKCa ×zi ×(Vi -VK )
is an intracellular Ca2+ -activated outward K + current, and I represents excitatory drive
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to the network posited to be mainly from the NST. The constants gL , gCa , gK and gKCa
represent maximal conductances and VL , VCa and VK represent reversal potentials for
IL , ICa , IK and IKCa , respectively. Note that wi is the channel gating variable for IKi .
Moreover, zi is a Ca2+ dependent gating variable for IKCai with a Hill-like dependence
Cai
on the near-membrane Ca2+ concentration, and is defined as zi = 1+Ca
. In equation
i

(2), w∞ (Vi ) is the steady-state K + activation and τ∞ (Vi ) is the voltage-dependent time
constant for K + channels; φ is a temperature-like time scale factor. Equation (3) describes
the calcium dynamics. The parameter µ is for converting current into a concentration flux
and involves the ratio of the cell’s surface area to the calcium compartment’s volume. The
parameter ε is a product of the calcium removal rate and the ratio of free to total calcium
in the cell. Since calcium is highly buffered, ε is small and thus the calcium dynamics are
slow. In equation (1), Isyni represents synaptic coupling from other cells in the network.
We assume that it is of the form:

Isyni = gsyni × stot
i × (Vi − Vsyn )

(5)

where, gsyn is the maximal synaptic conductance and Vsyn is the synaptic reversal potential.
If gO , gR and gP represent the maximal synaptic conductances for O, R and P, respectively,
then gsyn ≡ gO = gP = 2gR . Further for each cell, stot
i is defined as:

stot
i =









sR , if i = O or P
1
(s
2 O

(6)

+ sP ), if i = R

where sO , sR and sP correspond to the influence of pre-synaptic potentials on the postsynaptic conductance; each of these satisfies the scalar equation (4). Hence, the synaptic
currents are given by, IsynO =gO ×sR ×(VO -Vsyn ), IsynR =gR ×(sO +sP )×(VR -Vsyn ), IsynP =gP ×sR ×(VP Vsyn ) for O, R and P respectively. In equation (4), α and βi correspond to the rate of
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activation and rate of inactivation of the synapses, where α is the same for all the three
cells in the network, whereas βi may vary; s∞ (Vi ) is the steady state synaptic activation
function.
The nonlinear functions in the model are given by:
1.0 + tanh(Vi + 1.2)
18
1.0 + tanh(Vi − 12)
w∞ (Vi ) = 0.5
17.4
1
τ (Vi ) =
12
cosh(Vi − 34.8
)
1
s∞ (Vi ) =
1 + e−(Vi −θs )/Ks

m∞ (Vi ) = 0.5

The parameter values are given in Table 1 for the network behaviors described in the
following section. Simulations were performed using the software XPPAUT (Ermentrout,
2002).
Parameter
Value
gL
2.0 nS/µm2
gCa
4.0 nS/µm2
gK
8.0 nS/µm2
gKCa
0.25 nS/µm2
VCa
120.0 mV
VK
-84.0 mV
VL
-60.0 mV
φ
0.23
ε
0.00125
µ
0.01

Parameter
Value
θsyn
-28.0 mV
Vsyn
-100 mV
α
2.0
βO
0.03
βP
0.03
βR
Lick → 0.03, Gape → 0.003
gO
0.1 nS/µm2
gP
0.1 nS/µm2
gR
0.05 nS/µm2
I
50 µA

Table 1: Parameter Values

3

Numerical Results - Network Activity

Figure 4 demonstrates two different activity patterns similar to licks and gapes generated
by the model. The membrane potentials of O, R and P during network activity similar
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to licks are shown in Figure 4(a). A single lick cycle with a burst of synchronized activity
in O and P (phase-I) followed by a burst of activity in R (phase-II) is hightlighted in
the figure. These lick cycles repeat at about 8 Hz comparable to EMG burst rate during
licks. Figure4(b) shows the membrane potentials of O, R and P during activity similar
to gapes. This consists of repeating cycles of burst of activity in R (phase-I) followed by
synchronized bursts of O and P (phase-II) terminating with additional burst of activity
in R (phase-III) as highlighted in the figure. The gape cycles repeat at about 3Hz similar
to experiments. Note that during each lick cycle, the cells burst precisely once. However,
during each gape cycle, R bursts twice while O and P burst just once.
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(a) Lick activity pattern in O, R and P generated by the model
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(b) Gape activity pattern in O, R and P generated by the model

Figure 4: Membrane potentials (mV) during lick and gape network activity; Single lick
and gape cycles are highlighted in (a) and (b) respectively
In order to switch from lick to gape pattern, we changed the parameter βR , corresponding to the decay rate of inhibition from cell R to cells O and P. When βO = βR = βP =
0.03, the lick pattern ensues with anti-phase behavior of O and P with R. When βO = βP
= 0.03 and βR = 0.003, the inhibition generated by R decays about 10 times slower than
the inhibition generated by O and P; in this case, a pattern similar to gape results. In the
following section we provide geometric analysis of the solutions in order to describe how
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lick and gape behaviors can emerge by the appropriate choice for βR .

4

Geometric Analysis

4.1

Single Isolated Cell

We begin by considering a single cell without any coupling; that is, we consider equations (1)-(3) with Isyni = 0 for all 3 cells. A single cell exhibits square-wave bursting and
geometric singular perturbation methods are very useful in understanding how bursting
activity arises (Rubin & Terman, 2002).
The first step in the analysis is to dissect the system into fast and slow subsystems.
Numerical simulations indicate that the calcium concentration Ca varies slowly in comparison with other dependent variables (V and w ). Figure 5(a) shows the membrane potential
during a single burst. In the figure the slow dynamics of the gating variable z that depends
on near membrane Ca2+ concentration is also shown. The slow calcium dynamics is also
evident from the fact that ε > 0 is small in equation (3). Hence, we treat equations (1)
and (2) as the fast subsystem (FS) and equation (3) as the slow equation. If ε = 0, then
Ca is constant and we can consider the gating variable z to be a bifurcation parameter
in (FS). Figure 5(b) shows the corresponding bifurcation diagram of (FS). The Z-shaped
curve ZF S represents a curve of fixed points of (FS). The lower branch of ZF S consists
of stable fixed points of (FS), while the middle branch of ZF S are saddles. The upper
branch consists of both stable and unstable fixed points. A subcritical Hopf bifurcation
occurs along the upper branch of ZF S . This gives rise to a branch of unstable periodic
solutions of (FS). This branch ”turns around” to form a branch of stable limit cycles that
terminates along a solution of (FS) that is homoclinic to one of the fixed points along the
middle branch of ZF S .
The projection of the bursting solution onto the bifurcation diagram is shown in Fig-
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(a) Membrane potential during a single burst
of activity in an isolated cell; Calcium gating
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(b) Bifurcation diagram of the fast subsystem (FS) with z as the bifurcation parameter. ZF S is a Z-shaped curve of fixed points of
(FS); Hopf bifurcation and homoclinic points
are shown; the dashed line shows the bursting
solution

Figure 5: Burst characteristics and bifurcation diagram for single isolated cell
ure 5(b). When the membrane is not firing, the solution lies close to the lower branch of
ZF S , consisting of stable fixed points of (FS). During this resting state, intracellular Ca2+
concentration slowly decreases and hence z decreases. This causes the solution to drift
towards the left knee of ZF S . Upon reaching the left knee, the bursting solution jumps
up to near the branch of stable limit cycles of (FS) and the active/firing phase begins.
Note that the ICa now brings more Ca2+ into the cell and the variables Ca and z slowly
increase. As z increases, the solution continues to spike until it reaches a neighborhood
of homoclinic orbit of (FS). Once past the homoclinic orbit, the solution is forced back
to the lower branch of ZF S . This is equivalent to the slow accumulation of intracellular
Ca2+ that eventually turns on the outward IKCa current. When IKCa is sufficiently large,
the cell can no longer maintain its depolarized state. Hence, firing terminates and the cell
returns to rest. This completes one cycle of the bursting solution.
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Coupled Cells

In the presence of inhibitory coupling, the equations for each cell in the network are given
by equations (1)-(4). We will analyze network activity using fast/slow analysis, similar to
that in the preceding section. We will assume that β = O(ε) so that stot decays on the
slow time scale for each cell. Hence, there are now two slow variables corresponding to
each cell, namely Ca and stot . As in the preceding section, equations (1) and (2) form the
fast subsystem (FS) and we consider the bifurcation diagram of (FS). Unlike the preceding
section, there are now two bifurcation parameters, that is, z and stot .
We first fix stot and compute the bifurcation diagram of (FS) with z as the bifurcation
parameter. Figure 6(a) shows that for each value of stot , there is a Z-shaped curve of fixed
points. The union of these curves forms a Z-shaped surface. Along this surface lies a
curve of left knees and a curve of homoclinic points. The projections of these curves onto
the (z,stot ) slow phase plane are shown in Figure 6(b); we denote these projections as the
K-curve and the H-curve, respectively. For values of (z,stot ) that lie between the K- and
H-curves, (FS) is bistable. That is, there is both a stable fixed point that lies along the
lower branch of the Z-shaped surface and a stable limit cycle.
In the following sections, we will analyze the lick and gape patterns by considering
the projections of solutions onto the (z,stot ) slow phase plane. Since there are three cells,
we need to follow three points as they evolve in this plane. In general, a cell’s silent
phase terminates once the point corresponding to that cell falls below the K-curve. The
cell’s active phase terminates when the point reaches the H-curve. We note that while
the synaptic variables turn off on the slow time scale, they activate on the fast time scale.
Hence, if a cell that is silent crosses the K-curve, then that cell will immediately start to
spike and it’s synaptic variable will be reset to 1; the reset is instantaneous with respect
to the slow time scale. This will then change the positions of the points corresponding to
the other cells.
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Figure 6: Bifurcation curves for (FS)

4.3

Geometric Analysis of the Lick Pattern

As described earlier, lick cycles are characterized by alternating phases of tongue protrusion
with coincident jaw opening marked by activity in O and P (phase-I), and tongue retraction
marked by activity in R (phase-II). We begin by considering a single lick cycle in the
interval [Ta ,Tc ]. Figure 7(a) shows the membrane potentials (VO,R,P ) and Figure 7(b)
shows time courses of the calcium-gating variables (zO,R,P ) and the synaptic variables
(sO,R.P ) during Ta ≤ t ≤ Tc . In the interval [Ta ,Tb ], O and P are co-active and R is silent
and in the interval [Tb ,Tc ], R becomes active and O and P return to silent phase. Note
that a cell’s calcium-gating variable decreases when the cell is silent and increases when
the cell is active. The synaptic variable remains fully activated, i.e. s ≈ 1, while the cell
is active. The synaptic variable slowly decreases during most of the cell’s silent phase;
note that the synaptic variable slowly increases towards the end of the silent phase as the
cell becomes more depolarized. As mentioned before stot is the synaptic input that each
cell receives and is defined in equation (6). For O and P cells, we will trace (zO ,stot
O ) and
tot
tot
(zP ,stot
P ) respectively and for R cell, we will trace (zR ,sR ) in the (z,s ) phase-plane.
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Figure 7: Analysis of lick cycle
Figure 7(c) shows the projection of the solution corresponding to each cell onto the
(z,stot ) phase-plane in the interval Ta ≤ t ≤ Tc . The position of each cell at time Ta is
shown and the arrows indicate the direction of the trajectory. When t = Ta , R lies close
to the H-curve; that is, R’s trajectory crosses the homoclinic curve and it’s active phase
terminates. At this time, both O and P are silent. The trajectory for each cell in the
(z,stot ) phase plane during [Ta ,Tb ] is shown indicating phase-I of the lick cycle. Once R
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tot
stops spiking, its synaptic variable sR slowly decreases. Since stot
O = sP = sR for O and
tot
P, it follows that during this time, (zO ,stot
O ) and (zP ,sP ) move downwards for these two

cells. Eventually, both of these points cross the K-curve, at which time O and P leave the
silent phase. After a slight delay, O and P enter the active phase and begin to spike. At
1
this time, both sO and sP → 1 on the fast time scale. Hence, stot
R = 2 (sO + sP ) → 1 for

R which now feels maximum inhibition and cannot fire. While O and P are active, their
calcium-gating variables, zO and zP , increase and since R is silent, zR decreases. At time
tot
Tb when (zO ,stot
O ) and (zP ,sP ) cross the H-curve, the active phases of O and P terminate.

The trajectory for each cell in the (z,stot ) phase plane during [Tb ,Tc ] shows that at time
tot
Tb when (zO ,stot
O ) and (zP ,sP ) cross the H-curve, O and P stop spiking and their synaptic
1
tot
variables sO and sP slowly decrease. Since stot
R = 2 (sO +sP ), it follows that (zR ,sR ) for cell

R moves downwards until it crosses the K-curve. At this time, R leaves the silent phase
and, after a slight delay, begins to spike. Once this happens, sR → 1 and both O and
P receive maximum inhibition. Since R is active, its calcium-gating variable zR increases
until (zR ,stot
R ) reaches the H-curve and subsequently terminates firing. This completes one
lick cycle.

4.4

Geometric Analysis of the Gape Pattern

A gape cycle consists of an initial burst of activity in R (phase-I) followed by synchronized
bursts of O and P (phase-II) terminating with an additional burst of activity in R (phaseIII). Note that we set the rate of decay of inhibition βR on O and P to be 10 times slower
than the rates of decay of inhibition (βO and βP ) on R and the network pattern switches to
gapes. We will select the interval Ta ≤ t ≤ Te to describe the evolution of trajectory in the
(z,stot ) geometric phase plane. Figure 8(a) shows the membrane potentials (VO,R,P ) and
Figure 8(b) shows time courses of the calcium-gating variables (zO,R,P ) and the synaptic
variables (sO,R.P ) in the interval [Ta ,Te ]. We choose Ta such that at this time, R terminates
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bursting activity marking the end of phase-I of a gape cycle. For Ta ≤ t ≤ Tb , cells O and
P exhibit synchronized bursts and R is silent. During Tb ≤ t ≤ Tc , R is active, while O
and P are silent. All of the cells are silent for Tc ≤ t ≤ Td and cell R exhibits another burst
tot
during Td ≤ t ≤ Te , while O and P are silent. As before, we will trace (zO ,stot
O ), (zP ,sP )
tot
and (zR ,stot
R ) for O, P and R respectively in the (z,s ) phase plane. In what follows, we will

step through each interval described above in order to describe the geometric mechanisms
underlying this rhythm. This analysis will be very useful in understanding why changing
βR , the rate of decay of sR , allows for the switch between lick and gape patterns.
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Figure 8: Gape activity during Ta ≤ t ≤ Te
When t = Ta , phase-I of the gape cycle (see Figure 8(a)) just ends marked by the
termination of R firing. In Figure 9(a), the (z,stot ) traces for O, P and R are shown for
tot
tot
the interval [Ta ,Tb ]. At t = Ta , (zR ,stot
R ) lies close to H-curve while (zO ,sO ) and (zP ,sP )

are close to the K-curve. After a certain delay, O and P enter the bursting phase. Note
that stot
R → 1 indicating that R now feels maximum inhibition. Further zR is gradually
decreasing and hence R remains silent.
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tot
When t = Tb , both (zO ,stot
O ) and (zP ,sP ) lie along the H-curve, signaling the termina-

tion of their bursting activity. These cells remain silent for Tb ≤ t ≤ Tc (see Figure 9(b)),
during which time their synaptic variables sO and sP decay at the rate βO = βP . Hence,
for cell R, (zR ,stot
R ) moves vertically downwards until it falls below the K-curve at time
Tb . This corresponds to when R leaves the silent phase and, after a slight delay, begins
a bursting episode. Cell R remains active for Tb ≤ t ≤ Tc . During this time, sR → 1
so that O and P receive maximum inhibition and remain in their silent phases as shown
in Figure 9(b). Moreover, zR increases while zO and zP decrease. This continues until
(zR ,stot
R ) reaches the H-curve at t = Tc , indicating the termination of R’s active phase.
All the cells are silent for Tc ≤ t ≤ Td as noted in Figure 9(c). All of the calcium-gating
tot
tot
variables decay during this time so that each of the points (zO ,stot
O ), (zP ,sP ) and (zR ,sR )

move towards the K-curve. There is now, in some sense, a race to see which of these points
reaches the K-curve first. This will be the cell that is able to escape the silent phase and
initiate the next phase of bursting activity. Note that when t = Tc , the points (zO ,stot
O )
tot
and (zP ,stot
P ) are closer to the K-curve than (zR ,sR ) which, at that time, lies along the
tot
H-curve. However, the points (zO ,stot
O ) and (zP ,sP ) evolve approximately ten times slower

than (zR ,stot
R ). This is because βR is set to be ten times smaller than βO and βP . For this
reason, (zR ,stot
R ) is, in fact, able to reach the K-curve first and R is the next cell to initiate
an active phase. We assume that this occurs when t = Td .
At Td , cell R reaches the K-curve. After a slight delay, R jumps up to the active phase
and remains active until Te . During this time, cells O and P lie in the silent phase. Note in
Figure 9(e) that both of these cells actually cross the K-curve, so one may have expected
that they should jump-up to the active phase. However, we note that the K-curve predicts the jump-up points when the singular perturbation parameter  has been formally
set equal to zero. Since  is small but not zero in our computations, it is possible for a cell
to lie just below the K-curve and remain silent. This is, in fact, what happens here. The
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cells O and P remain silent until t = Te when (zR ,stot
R ) reaches the H-curve, signaling the
termination of R’s active phase.
The steps described for [Ta ,Te ] repeat leading to repetitive gape cycles. The existence
of the gape pattern depends crucially on having βR sufficiently smaller than βO and βP .
This allows for (zR ,stot
R ) to reach the K-curve and escape the silent phase at t = Td , thus
allowing R to fire two bursting episodes in a row. This fact that βR is sufficiently smaller
than βO and βP slows down the rate of recovery from inhibition and prolonging the hyperpolarization of O and P cells even after R cell stops firing enabling network activity
to switch to gapes. We note that R does not fire more than two bursts in a row because
tot
(zO ,stot
O ) and (zP ,sP ) are closer to the H-curve after the second R-burst at t = Te than

they were after the first R-burst at t = Tc . This is because zO and zP keep decreasing as
long as O and P are silent for Tb ≤ t ≤ Te , getting these two points closer to the K-curve
during this time . If we choose βR to be even smaller, then it is possible for R to fire more
than two consecutive bursts while the other cells are silent.

5

Discussion

We have developed a biophysical model for a CPG network driving licking (ingestion) and
gaping (oral rejection) oromotor behaviors. The model demonstrates how one configuration of connections is sufficient to generate two different patterns of network activity
similar to licks and gapes. Hence, it supports the hypothesis that a CPG with 3 classes
of interneurons and minimal connections can produce lick and gape-like rhythmic activity
patterns. The model reproduces the phase sequence and rate of activity of licks and gapes
derived from EMG studies and predicts conditions under which a lick pattern can switch to
a gape pattern. Although this model predicts one possible synaptic mechanism for pattern
switching that could play a role in vivo, it does not incorporate mechanisms to explain
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how certain aspects of lick and gape EMG responses, such as the duration and amplitude
of individual bursts of activity change during licks and gapes, suggesting additional levels
of neural complexity.

5.1

Organization of CPG for Mastication and Licking

Our dynamical model for licking/gaping differs from previous neural models of oral consummatory ingestive behavior. Previous mammalian models for feeding behaviors are
connectional and have focused exclusively on mastication, i.e. rhythmic alternations of
jaw-opener and jaw-closure muscles, and not specifically considered coordination with the
tongue (Chandler & Tal, 1986; Nakamura & Katakura, 1995; Lund et al., 1998). Although
licking is not as complex a behavior as mastication (Thexton, 1992), both behaviors share
a common functional morphology involving rhythmic coordination of the tongue and jaws
and likely share a central nervous system substrate as well (reviewed in (Travers et al.,
1997)). In addition, previous block diagram models of mastication have assumed that a
masticatory CPG is anatomically organized into two neuronal groups: one for generation
of the masticatory rhythm, i.e. the basic rate of the rhythmic activity, and the other for
the generation of the pattern of activities of the jaw, tongue and facial muscles (Nakamura
& Katakura, 1995). Evidence for this distinction is not definitive, and there are studies
to suggest both independence and interdependence of different motor parameters of CPG
activity including cycle rate (frequency) of the movement, amplitude of EMG response,
duration of EMG burst during a cycle and phase sequencing of activity in different muscles
during a cycle (Lund et al., 1984; Chandler & Tal, 1986; Chen et al., 2001; Chen & Travers,
2003). Our assumption that the same neurons are involved with both rate and pattern
derive from a behavioral pharmacological study in which a non-NMDA receptor antagonist was infused into the medullary RF (Chen & Travers, 2003). Both licking and gaping
were suppressed, supporting the contention that both behaviors are organized within the
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same RF region, but importantly, as behavior recovered from complete suppression, the
rate of oro-rhythmic activity increased in parallel with a decrease in burst duration to
normal (pre-drug) levels, i.e. the two EMG parameters changed together. This is not to
say that inputs to the CPG from other sources cannot influence rate or pattern independently (Chandler & Tal, 1986; Scott et al., 1998), but does affirm that both empirically
and theoretically, one common set of neurons can control rate and pattern.

5.2

Neurobiological Assumptions

In addition to the issues discussed above, our model assumes (1) three classes of interneurons, (2) neuronal bursting behavior, and (3) reciprocal inhibition.The existence of three
(relatively) distinct classes of pre-oromotor neurons is well established (Travers & Norgren, 1983) and there are but few final common path interneurons with connections to
more than one oral motor nucleus (Amri et al., 1990; Popratiloff et al., 2001; Li et al.,
1993) . However, our model further assumes non-overlapping projections from pre-motor
neurons to hypoglossal motor pool antagonists. Here, the anatomical data is sparse, but
available evidence suggests that there is likely only a small population of pre-hypoglossal
neurons that innervate both protrudor and retractor motor pools (Travers & Rinaman,
2002). Such interneurons were not part of the proposed model and may play a role in
lingual movements where co-activation of muscle antagonists is more pronounced than
licking, for example respiratory gasping (Fuller et al., 1998). However, gaping responses
too have a component of co-activation of protrudor and retractor muscles that could involve recruitment of such pre-motor interneurons (Travers et al., 2000). Although there
is a clear double contraction of lingual retractor muscles (styloglossus) during a gape that
differentiates it from a lick cycle, the initial activation of the styloglossus is often accompanied by a lesser activation of tongue protrudors that builds to a maximum response as
the styloglossus becomes inactivated. This ”nuance” of the gape response was not emer-
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gent from our model and could involve other neural mechanisms not incorporated into the
present model, for example recruitment (Dinardo & Travers, 1994; DiNardo & Travers,
1997).
Less is known of the bursting properties of pre-oromotor interneurons, but it is clear
that many RF interneurons are rhythmically active during both fictive (Inoue et al., 1994)
and natural (Travers et al., 2000) licking and chewing. Although putative pre-oromotor
neurons in the RF appear highly heterogeneous in nature (Travers et al., 2000), extracellular recording suggests that some of the lick-rhythmic RF neurons have a well characterized
burst structure similar to square wave bursters (Rinzel, 1985), thus providing the initial
basis for selecting the biophysical properties of the individual cells in the network. However, extracellular recording does not provide a biophysical description of the bursting
characteristics of these neurons and, thus requires further study. Our logic in restricting
the model to this one category of bursting neurons was to provide a ”minimal” model that
accounts for as much behavior as possible and to anticipate adding additional complexity
(for example, additional neuron types), as we empirically validate or invalidate components of the model.
Lastly, we assumed a specific pattern of reciprocal inhibition between the 3 classes
of interneurons. This is, perhaps, the most speculative of our assumptions but not one
without some empirical support (Nakamura & Katakura, 1995; Travers et al., 1997). In
the context of locomotion (Buchanan, 1982a,b) and mastication (Inoue et al., 1994), there
is evidence of phasic inhibition mediated by glycine receptors between CPG interneurons
driving functionally antagonist muscles. Further, from EMG data, we note that GEN
(tongue protrudor) and STY (tongue retractor) activity show functional antagonism during licks and gapes. Hence the connection between the pre-motor neurons driving these
muscles (R and P) has been modeled as reciprocal inhibition. The determination of the
precise patterns of reciprocal inhibition assumed by our model awaits further empirical
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work.
With these basic neurobiological assumptions, parameter values such as synaptic conductances were suitably chosen to obtain the expected network behavior. Typical values
were used for reversal potentials and maximal conductance for specific ionic currents (see
Table 1). Gating functions and variables were chosen to describe the non-linear characteristics of ion channels. Pattern switching occurs due to change in the rate of decay (βR ) of
the inhibitory synaptic input from R to O and P cells. When the rate of onset and decay
of the synaptic variables (sO , sR and sP ) are identical, an antiphase-behavior consisting of
phase-I (O and P active and R silent) and phase-II (O and P silent and R active) produces
tot
results similar to licks. When the rate of decay of stot
O and sP is made about 10 times

slower (by changing βR from 0.03 to 0.003), the network pattern switches to gapes. This
dynamic behavior that crucially depends on the evolution of slow variables (sO,R,P ) has
been explained using geometric phase-plane analysis and fast-slow reduction of the system
of equations. Hence, the model predicts that modulation of the time-scale of inhibitory
synaptic conductance could be a possible mechanism leading to pattern switching from
licks to gapes.

5.3

Role of Inhibition in Pattern Switching

Several empirical examples show how the time-scale of inhibition can be modulated directly
by different durations and rates of onset and decay of inhibitory postsynaptic currents (via
ionotropic mechanisms), or indirectly by altering intrinsic conductances (via metabotropic
mechanisms). In our model, the network changes from a pattern of licks to gapes when
tot
there is about a 10-fold decrease in the rate of decay of stot
O and sP which leads to pro-

longed inhibition of O and P cells.This prevents faster recovery from inhibition in these
cells and decreases their burst rate from ≈ 8 Hz (licks) to ≈ 4 Hz (gapes). Studies on
lamprey locomotion demonstrate how burst rate decreases due to prolonged hyperpolar-
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ization. The activation of metabotropic GABAB receptors on lamprey spinal cord CPG
interneurons depresses a low-threshold transient inward calcium current IT , which leads
to a longer hyperpolarized phase and a delayed spike onset (Matsushima et al., 1993; Tegner et al., 1993). As a result, the interneurons show slow recovery from inhibition and a
consequent slowing in the overall (swimming) rate. Within this network, the conductance
changes for a specific intrinsic current (IT ) on both sets of antagonist interneurons. In our
model, we posit a change in an unidentified hyperpolarizing synaptic conductance that
influences only specific interneurons to produce a switch in network activity from licks
to gapes. Validation of this assumption awaits future experiments to determine specific
intrinsic conductances as well as the existence of GABAB receptors on lick-gape CPG
interneurons.
Although numerous mechanisms exist to explain prolonged hyperpolarization, the approximately 10-fold decrease in the rate of decay of hyperpolarization in our model corresponds well to the decay rates of inhibitory post-synaptic currents due to activation of
glycine and GABAA receptors observed in hypoglossal and abducens motoneurons. Glycine
and GABAA receptors present on the same motoneuron have different time scales for the
onset and decay of their inhibitory postsynaptic currents (O’Brien & Berger, 1999; Donato
& Nistri, 2000; Russier et al., 2002). Whole cell recording from these motoneurons in a slice
preparation demonstrated that the distribution of decay times for glycine receptors peaked
somewhere around 3-5 ms, compared to GABAA receptors that peaked somewhere around
30 - 55 ms. Thus, a glycine receptor-mediated response which has fast onset and decay
dynamics could ensure an immediate blockade of motoneuron firing whereas a GABAA
receptor-mediated response, which has slower onset and decay dynamics and hence longer
duration could produce prolonged inhibition.
In the lick-gape circuit, we have previously demonstrated a role for GABA and glycine
(Chen et al., 2001; Chen & Travers, 2003). One could thus posit a mechanism where some
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interneurons (O and P) have receptor for both glycine and GABAA . If stimulation by
the bitter taste, quinine monohydrochloride (QHCl), resulted in the release of GABA and
activation of these GABAA receptors with similar kinetics as the brainstem motorneurons,
the sustained hyperpolarization could produce the rate and phase changes associated with
gapes. Indeed, several lines of evidence suggest that QHCl activates a rather specific population of neurons in the nucleus of the solitary tract (Travers, 2002). Some of the output
neurons appear to be GABA-ergic and have direct and/or indirect projections to the RF
(Travers & Hu, 2000). Additional study, however will be required to demonstrate whether
activation of GABAA receptors due to QHCl stimulation can produce prolonged hyperpolarization as specified by the model. Because behavioral pharmacology studies ”flood”
the entire substrate with a ligand, more precise studies of receptor kinetics in identified
neurons will be necessary to substantiate these predictions.
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